My Hotel.
Hotel management software & booking system

This software is conceived with care for the small and medium sized hotels, guesthouses,
hostels, etc…The system is so simplified and easy to navigate, that you don’t need
explicitly trained staff. All you need is a good internet connection and you can start
manage your bookings, follow up your income daily and periodically, inquire different
reports for clients, rooms, partners. As today a good internet connection you can find
even in the most remote place on earth, you can pack your bags and notebook and take
the way to Peru…for example. Our online based software gives you the comfort that
you are a good, unerring manager. And there is why:
Online Booking Engine:
We offer a modern and handy interface for online bookings that can be easily inserted
into an existing website. There is a possibility for installing an online payment system,
where you define the sums required as deposit for confirmed bookings. The client
receives an automatic e-mail confirmation and the hotel receives a message for every
transaction made online. With an access code the client can enter his booking in real
time and check it for changes, pay deposits, totals, remaining sums, or cancel. The
online booking engine is only in English, but it can be easily translated to other
languages from the admin panel.
Flexible hotel base:
There are no limits about the type and the number of rooms or beds that you can
allocate in the system. Each room inserted in the base is available for sale both like a
private room and like separate beds in a dorm; you decide how to manage the cells.
You can insert different prices for the different days of the week or for a period of
time.
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The revenue – easy to follow up:
Simple navigation with the prices by the intermediate of a range of discounts,
deducted from any new booking. Every transaction made is well displayed with
possibility for partial payment, extra services and products payment or reversal.
There is an invoice issuing program and a possibility for connection with cash register
receipt printer. There is a huge number of reports, related to all kind of payments.
Partners – travel agencies, booking websites:
Working with partners can be more pleasant, because they can make bookings by
themselves directly via your website, using the partner’s access. This way, you and
your partner can easily follow up all the bookings, sums due and transactions made.
The system allows you to add a partner to any new booking and the commission is
automatically deducted. As a result the mistakes with sums due upon the guest’s
arrival will be reduced to zero.
Reports:
We offer a number of different criteria reports for more efficient management. For
example for a chosen period you can check the number of bookings made through
partners and then the ones made through a concrete partner, you can also check the
sums for the commissions, etc…
Administrators with different levels of access:
You can create two types of administrators – management and reception desk. All the
actions of the users are recorded into a journal. This allows you to estimate the work
efficiency of the different employees.
Features summary:









Web based software
Online bookings
Automatic update of the availability
PDF file for confirmation
Bar code on reservations
Discounts
Client’s database
Registration card printing
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Journal
Archive
Reports for clients, bookings, revenue
Calendar of availability
Online payments
List of expected guests for the same day
Different statuses for bookings
Partners
News letter
Administration of the website pages
Possibility for adding other languages
Settings for the sum of the deposit
Mail templates
Settings for the means of payment
Multilingual internet and admin’s pages
Different levels of access

Smart phone / Mobile / Tablet Compatibility:



Total system is made responsive. So you can manage your business anywhere on
the go from any mobile device.

Note: You can find financial information on next page
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Financial details / (software as a service model)
We do acknowledge your interest in our cloud based Hotel Management & Booking System. We have
successfully upgraded all our software application on cloud computing which is also called Software as a
service model. This model support easy usage and comfortable payment models for clients.
This software will be installed and hosted on our Servers based in United Kingdom and USA. SAAS model
offers yearly payment models for clients with more data security, backups with no installation hassles.
Cloud model is pretty simple and straight forward. You can find payment distribution below:

Service
Hotel
management
booking system

&

Year1
$ 200

Year2
$ 200

Year3
$ 200

After 3 years onwards
$ 99 / year for 5GB data storage, domain
renewal, hosting space, data recovery
and back up services.

Website domain name
5GB - extendable web & data
hosting space
Data backup

Note: Any customization required by the client will be charged / invoiced separately.

Feel free to write us in case you need further information.

Thank you.
sales@solutionz247.com
Solutionz247 – UK / PAK
http://www.solutionz247.com
+92(0)21 3437 4479
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